
 

You Actually Can’t Beat It The good thing about Sukusuman Fitgirl Repack is that we’ve managed to craft a highly addictive and beatable game. The bad thing about Sukusuman Fitgirl Repack is that we’ve managed to craft a highly addictive and beatable game. This free and awesome PC Game, also available for Mac OSX, showcases not one but two unbeatable bosses: Dr Doom and Galactus! Yes,
you read that right. You can only beat this awesome video game by... well... not completing it. This would have been great for us if you didn’t actually finish the game so quickly. Seriously, this was supposed to be a hot, self-contained game. But because of your skills, our plan ended up backfiring. You can beat it by just not playing. You probably did that already. Fantastic! We’ll take that into account
for future projects. What we did: It wasn’t a complete reskin of Fantastic Four. We made the game look and behave exactly like the original and made sure it ran properly, but we didn’t change the story or name any of the characters or references to make it feel like a different game. If you played our previous titles, you should feel right at home in Fantastic Four (it's built on our own framework).
Options are good. Options are very good. Sukusuman Fitgirl Repack has two basic modes: Game Mode and Test Mode. Game Mode is the one that everyone’s familiar with - this is where you pick your level, your character, and enter the fray of combat! Test Mode, on the other hand, features some things you wouldn’t expect from a fighting game unless it was listed above. Specifically, several AI
difficulty settings for each boss character, as well as some taunts to test out moves with. While taunts don't do anything at all in battle mode, there are some interesting moves you can pull off with them that might not otherwise be usable in gameplay. The bad thing about Sukusuman Fitgirl Repack is that we’ve managed to craft a highly addictive and beatable game. The good thing about Sukusuman
Fitgirl Repack is that we’ve managed to craft a highly addictive and beatable game. You can beat it by just not playing. You probably did that already. Fantastic! We’ll take that into account for future projects. Supports up to 4 Players The boss fights are unique even amongst the wide variety of Wonder Twins games, with each boss having their own unique AI difficulty setting to give players extra
challenge.
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